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Abstract

Knowledge of clustering changes in real-life datasets
is important in many contexts, such as customer at-
trition analysis and fraud detection. Organizations
can use such knowledge of change to adapt business
strategies in response to changing circumstances. An-
alysts should be able to relate new knowledge ac-
quired from a newer dataset to that acquired from
an earlier dataset to understand what has changed.
There are two kind of clustering changes, which are:
changes in clustering structure and changes in clus-
ter memberships. The key contribution of this paper
is a novel method to automatically detect structural
changes in two snapshot datasets using ReDSOM.
The method identifies emerging clusters, disappearing
clusters, splitting clusters, merging clusters, enlarg-
ing clusters, and shrinking clusters. Evaluation us-
ing synthetic datasets demonstrates that this method
can identify automatically structural cluster changes.
Moreover, the changes identified in our evaluation us-
ing real-life datasets from the World Bank can be re-
lated to actual changes.

Keywords: temporal clustering, self-organizing maps,
visualization.

1 Introduction

Clusters provide insights into archetypical behaviours
across a population, for example from taxation
records, insurance claims, customer purchases, and
medical histories. A cluster is a set of similar obser-
vations of entities, but these observations are dissim-
ilar to observations of entities in other clusters (Han
et al. 2011). The process of assignment of these obser-
vations in a dataset into clusters based on similarity
is called as cluster analysis (Jain et al. 1999). Clus-
tering is an exploratory data analysis technique that
aims to discover the underlying structures in data.

In order to respond to change, we need to be able
to identify and understand change. One way to do so
is by looking at changes of clusters in terms of their
structure and memberships. This type of knowledge
can help organizations develop strategies, such as in
fraud detection and in customer attrition analysis.
Moreover, analysts often have to understand change
from two datasets acquired at two different points in
time to adapt existing business strategies.
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This paper presents a novel method that automat-
ically detect changes in cluster structure from a clus-
tering result C(τ1) obtained from dataset D(τ1) ob-
served at time period τ1 compared to clustering result
C(τ2) obtained from dataset D(τ2), where τ1 < τ2.
To understand what has changed, analysts need to
relate new knowledge (often represented as models)
acquired from a newer dataset D(τ2) to that acquired
from an earlier dataset D(τ1).

In this paper, the clustering structure and the clus-
ter assignment from a clustering result C(τi) are de-
fined as follow. The clustering structure of a cluster-
ing result is the shapes, densities, sizes, locations of
each clusters, including similarity and distances be-
tween clusters. This structure also includes the parti-
tioning of the data space Rd into Voronoi regions. On
the other hand, the cluster assignments are assign-
ments of each data vector in the dataset to a clus-
ter. In other words, it is a partitioning of a set of
data vectors into k non-overlapping and collectively
exhaustive subsets.

In order to analyze clustering changes, this pa-
per uses the ReDSOM method (Denny et al. 2010) to
compare two Self-Organizing MapsM(τ1) andM(τ2)
trained from two snapshot datasets D(τ1) and D(τ2).
In Denny et al. (2010), changes in cluster structure
are identified through visualizations by analysts. On
the other hand, this paper aims to automatically de-
tect structural cluster changes.

This paper compares SOMs since the SOMs
capture the clustering structure of the underlying
datasets. Changes between two related datasets
can be discovered by comparing the resulting data
mining models since each model captures specific
characteristics of the respective dataset as in FO-
CUS framework (Ganti et al. 2002) and in PANDA
framework (Bartolini et al. 2009). This approach
is also called “contrast mining” or “change min-
ing” (Boettcher 2011).

Most temporal clustering algorithms consider clus-
tering of sequences of events or clustering of time se-
ries (Antunes & Oliveira 2001, Roddick et al. 2001,
Roddick & Spiliopoulou 2002). The goals of this pa-
per are different to the aims of time series clustering
and clustering of sequences. Sequence clustering aims
to group objects based on sequential structural char-
acteristics. Time-series clustering, on the other hand,
aims to cluster individual entities that have similar
time-series patterns to discover and describe com-
mon trends in time series (Roddick & Spiliopoulou
2002). In contrast, this paper considers the clus-
tering of observations of entities at points in time,
and compares the clustering structures from snapshot
datasets derived from longitudinal data. A snapshot
dataset D(τj) contains an observation of each entity
Ii at one time period τj from a longitudinal data.
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Entity Ii is defined as a subject of interest. For ex-
ample, an entity can be a tax payer, a country, or a
customer. An observation of entity Ii at time period
τj is the measurements of entity Ii at time period τj
based on attributes/features. These measurements
are represented as data vector xi(τj). Longitudinal
data, often referred to as panel data, are collection
of repeated observations xi(τ1), . . . ,xi(τt) at multi-
ple time periods τ1, . . . , τt that track the same type
of information/observation on the same set of entities
Ii (Diggle et al. 1994). In other words, there are a
number of observations associated for the same entity.
An example of longitudinal data is various indicators
for each country that are collected regularly by the
World Bank. From these data, the snapshot datasets
are the welfare condition of countries that are ob-
served in the 1980s as one snapshot and the 1990s as
the subsequent snapshot. These two observations of
a country are represented as two data vectors xi(τ1)
and xi(τ2). Analysis of change from longitudinal data
leads to quite a different approach to the process of
cluster analysis.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The next section discusses related works in temporal
cluster analysis. Sections 3 then reviews structural
cluster changes detection and the relative density def-
inition. The contribution of this paper is discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses our experiments on the
threshold parameters used in our algorithm. The ap-
plication of the algorithm with synthetic amd real-life
datasets is then discussed in Section 6. Conclusions
and future work are provided in Section 7.

2 Related Works

Existing methods can be differentiated based on the
types of data they can handle, which are: data
stream, partitioned dataset, snapshot longitudinal,
univariate time series, and trajectories. Cluster-
ing snapshot datasets has not received much atten-
tion in temporal clustering. Research has focused
mostly on clustering of sequences, time series clus-
tering, data stream clustering, and trajectory cluster-
ing. The ReDSOM method clusters snapshot datasets
and can contrast the clustering results between two
snapshots (Denny et al. 2010). This method can also
be used for multivariate time series data once trans-
formed into snapshot datasets. However, ReDSOM
does not detect structural changes automatically.

In identifying structural changes, there are a num-
ber of different approaches. MONIC (Spiliopoulou
et al. 2006) and MClusT/MEC (Oliveira & Gama
2010) define clusters as set of objects. Therefore,
structural changes is defined based on overlap of clus-
ter members between two clusters of two time peri-
ods. Furthermore, MONIC uses ageing of observa-
tions to monitor evolutions of clusters which is ap-
propriate for clustering data stream. In contrast, this
paper uses snapshots datasets to analyze changes of
clustering over time. MONIC+ (Ntoutsi et al. 2009)
tries to generalize MONIC to include more cluster
types which are clusters as geometrical objects and
as distribution. When clusters are defined as geo-
metrical objects, cluster overlap is defined by inter-
section of area of the two clusters. It is not clear
how area is defined in MONIC+, especially for high
dimensional datasets. On the other hand, this pa-
per defines cluster overlap by the intersection of the
Voronoi region of two clusters. Adomavicius & Bock-
stedt (2008) uses between-cluster distances to detect
structural changes. Kalnis et al. (2005) uses mov-
ing cluster, which is defined based on a set of ob-

jects and spatial location. ReDSOM and Aggarwal
(2005) use kernel density estimation to detect struc-
tural changes. However, the work in Aggarwal (2005)
is designed for stream clustering and the concept of
velocity density estimation is limited to one attribute.
ReDSOM, on the other hand, is used to analyze mul-
tivariate snapshot datasets by comparing density es-
timation and communicate the results using visual-
ization. Recently, Held & Kruse (2013) presented a
method based on MONIC to visualize the dynamics
of cluster evolution. The method were extended to
detect cluster rebirth, which is a missing cluster in
the previous time period that is emerged again.

The SOM-based methods to analyze cluster using
multiple temporal datasets can be categorized into
three approaches: chronological, temporal, and se-
quential cluster analysis. Chronological cluster anal-
ysis produces a different SOM and visualizations for
each time period (Skupin & Hagelman 2005). Tem-
poral cluster analysis, on the other hand, trains a
single SOM with combined data from all time pe-
riod (Skupin & Hagelman 2005). The limitation of
this approach is its inability to detect structural clus-
tering changes. Sequential cluster analysis, such as
SbSOM (Fukui et al. 2008), trains a single SOM with
sequential data. This paper uses chronological cluster
analysis approach (Denny & Squire 2005). Given two
snapshot datasets D(τ1) and D(τ2), the maps M(τ1)
andM(τ2) are trained using their respective datasets.
When training map M(τ2), the map M(τ1) is used
as the initial map to preserve the orientation of the
trained map.

3 Structural Cluster Changes Detection us-
ing ReDSOM

In ReDSOM, changes of clustering structure are iden-
tified from changes of density estimations at the same
location over time. The plot of density estimation
can provide useful characteristics in the data, such
as skewness, multi-modality, and clustering structure.
Density estimation is the construction of an estimate

f̂(x) of an unobservable underlying density function
f(x) based on observed data (Silverman 1986). This
estimation is also ideal to present the data to non-
mathematicians, as it is fairly easy to understand (Sil-
verman 1986). Dense regions in data space are good
candidates for clusters. Conversely, very low density
regions most likely contain outliers. Therefore, clus-
ters can be found by density estimates, such as in the
DENCLUE algorithm (Hinneburg & Keim 2003).

Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a non-
parametric method to estimate the probability den-
sity function of the observed data at a given point (Sil-
verman 1986). KDE is a non-parametric method, as
it does not make assumption about the distribution
of the observed data. This method is also known
as Parzen-Rosenblatt window method (Parzen 1962,
Rosenblatt 1956).

The approximation of density estimation can be
calculated faster using prototype vectors produced by
a VQ method (Hinneburg & Keim 2003, Macqueen
1967). Since SOM is also a VQ method, the proto-
type vectors of map M that is trained on dataset D
can be used to estimate density of dataset D. Data
vector xi ∈ D can be approximated/represented us-
ing the closest prototype vector mbi with the accuracy
measured by quantization error. In other words, the
data space Rd is partitioned into |M| Voronoi regions
without leaving any gaps or overlaps. A Voronoi re-
gion VRj of a prototype vector mj or cluster Cj ∈ C is
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Figure 1: Relative density calculation

defined as the set of all points in Rd that are closest to
the cluster centroid/prototype vector mj . Each par-
tition contains the data vectors that are the nearest
to its partition prototype vector compared to other
prototype vectors on the map (Voronoi set).

This research uses two-level clustering that uses a
SOM as an abstraction layer of the dataset (Vesanto
& Alhoniemi 2000). The prototype vectors are clus-
tered using a partitional clustering technique or a hi-
erarchical agglomerative nesting (AGNES) technique
to form the final clusters. The optimal clustering re-
sults are then selected based on cluster validity in-
dexes.

When comparing maps M(τ1) and M(τ2), den-

sity estimation f̂h,M(τ1)(v) centred at the location of

vector v ∈ Rd on mapM(τ1) might be different com-

pared to density estimation f̂h,M(τ2)(v) at the same
location on mapM(τ2). When the density centred at
the location of vector v in dataset D(τ2) is lower than

in dataset D(τ1), the density estimation f̂h,M(τ2)(v)
on map M(τ2) centred at the location of vector v is

lower compared to the density estimation f̂h,M(τ1)(v)
at the same location on map M(τ1), and vice-versa.
Therefore, relative density RDM(τ2)/M(τ1)(v) is de-
fined as the log ratio of the density estimation centred
at the location of vector v on mapM(τ2) to the den-
sity estimation centred at the same location on the
reference map M(τ1) (Denny et al. 2010):

RDM(τ2)/M(τ1)(v) = log2

(
f̂h,M(τ2)(v)

f̂h,M(τ1)(v)

)
(1)

Let rd1j ← RDM(τ2)/M(τ1)(mj(τ1)) as a short-
hand for the relative density at the location of
prototype vector mj(τ1) on map M(τ2) compared
to reference map M(τ1). Similarly, let rd2j ←
RDM(τ2)/M(τ1)(mj(τ2)) be the relative density at the
location of prototype vector mj(τ2) on map M(τ2)
compared to reference map M(τ1). Figure 1 shows
the relative density calculation.

To visualize the relative density of the locations of
all prototype vectors mj(τ1), the values of rd1j are
visualized on a mapM(τ1) in a gradation of blue for
positive values and red for negative values. ReDSOM
visualization uses diverging colour scheme as this vi-
sualization has a critical mid-point which is zero (no
change in density). Values of relative density over
+δ are represented as dark blue, and values less than
−δ are represented as dark red, where δ is a den-
sity threshold parameter. Based on experiments, the
value of δ is set to 3, which means a region is con-
sidered as emerging or disappearing when its density
increase by eightfold or one-eightfold, respectively.

Visualization of rd1j on map M(τ1) alone can-
not be used to detect emerging regions in period τ2.
Regions that emerge in dataset D(τ2) are not repre-
sented onM(τ1) because mapM(τ1) only represents
populated Voronoi regions of dataset D(τ1) due to the
VQ property. Therefore, rd2j is used to detect emerg-
ing regions because the emerging regions at period τ2
are represented on map M(τ2). The rd2j value for
the Voronoi region of prototype vector mj(τ2) would

be high because the density f̂h,M(τ2)(mj(τ2)) is high

and the density f̂h,M(τ1)(mj(τ2)) is low. In sum, val-
ues of rd2j should be visualized on map M(τ2) to
detect emerging clusters.

For similar reason, visualization rd2j on map
M(τ2) alone cannot be used to detect disappearing
regions on map M(τ2). Disappearing regions are not
represented by prototype vectors of map M(τ2). As
a result, visualization of rd1j on map M(τ1) is used
to detect disappearing regions. The disappearing re-
gions exist on mapM(τ1), but no longer exist on map
M(τ2).

To discover changes in clustering structure, Denny
& Squire (2005) proposed cluster colour linking tech-
niques, which is a techniques to link two cluster-
ing results from two snapshot datasets D(τ1) and
D(τ2). The cluster colour linking technique, then,
is used to visualize the first clustering result CM(τ1)
on the second map M(τ2). The cluster colour of the
nodes of map M(τ2) are determined by the cluster
colour of their BMU (best matching unit) on map
M(τ1). Given the colour of node j on mapM(τ1) as
nodeCluster(j,M(τ1)), the colour of node j on map
M(τ2) is calculated as:

nodeCluster
(
j,M(τ2)

)
=

nodeCluster
(
BMU

(
mj(τ2),M(τ1)

)
, M(τ1)

)
(2)

Since map M(τ2) follows the distribution of dataset
D(τ2), the size of each cluster on map M(τ2) would
follow as well.

A cluster Ci(τ2) ∈ C(τ2) is said to have emerged at
time period τ2 when the density of the cluster Ci(τ2)
occupies a well separated region that has significantly
increased density in dataset D(τ2) (rd2j ≥ +δ) com-
pared the region’s density in the previous dataset
D(τ1).∣∣{mj(τ2) ∈ Ci(τ2)

∣∣ rd2j ≥ +δ
}∣∣∣∣Ci(τ2)

∣∣ ≥ θemerging (3)

A cluster Ci(τ1) ∈ C(τ1) is said to have disap-
peared at time period τ2 when the density of region
mj(τ1) ∈ Ci(τ1) is significantly decreased (rd1j ≤
−δ) in the dataset D(τ2) compared to the previous
dataset D(τ1).

∣∣{mj(τ1) ∈ Ci(τ1)
∣∣ rd1j ≤ −δ

}∣∣∣∣Ci(τ1)
∣∣ ≥ θdisappearing

(4)
Unlike a new cluster that resides in a previously

unoccupied region, split clusters do not occupy a
new region. A cluster split can be identified when
a cluster in map M(τ1) can be separated in map
M(τ2). ReDSOM visualization has to show that both
split clusters in period τ2 do not occupy new region
(0 ≤ rd2j ≤ δ). A cluster Ci(τ1) is said to have split
at time period τ2 when the Voronoi region of clus-
ter Ci(τ1) is occupied by two or more well separated
clusters Ck1(τ2), . . . , Ckn(τ2) in the dataset D(τ2).
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Cluster merging occurs when two clusters on map
M(τ1) are no longer well separated on map M(τ2).
Cluster merging can be identified by cluster colour
linking when two clusters on map M(τ1) are merged
into one cluster outline on mapM(τ2). Cluster merg-
ing is different to lost cluster where one of the clus-
ters shrinks significantly thus having rd1j < −δ. In
cluster merging, the density of gap between clusters
should increased in a way that can be verified using
ReDSOM visualization. Clusters Ci1(τ1), . . . , Cin(τ1)
are said to have merged into Ck(τ2) at time period τ2
when the gap between the clusters is disappear in the
dataset D(τ2).

Cluster Ci(τ2) is said to have enlarged at time pe-
riod τ2 when the part of the cluster region has signif-
icantly increased density in the dataset D(τ2).

θoverlap ≤
∣∣{mj(τ2) ∈ Ci(τ2)

∣∣ rd2j ≥ δ
}∣∣∣∣Ci(τ2)

∣∣
< θemerging (5)

Similarly, cluster contraction can be identified as a
lost region which does not have a good separation to
its neighbours. To put this another way, only a part
of a cluster has disappeared. Cluster Ci(τ1) is said to
have contracted at time period τ2 when the clusters
occupies smaller region in the dataset D(τ2).

θoverlap ≤
∣∣{mj(τ1) ∈ Ci(τ1)

∣∣ rd1j ≤ −δ
}∣∣∣∣Ci(τ1)

∣∣
< θdisappearing (6)

If a cluster does not fall into the above categories,
the cluster Ci(τ1) is evaluated wheter it is overlapped
with another cluster Cj(τ2). As above, the overlap
is determined based on the Voronoi region of their
prototype vectors.

4 Automatic Structural Changes Detection

Based on the ReDSOM reviewed in the previous sec-
tion, this paper develops a new algorithm that detects
the structural cluster changes based on the relative
density measurements. The algorithm takes the clus-
tering results, relative density measurements, and hit
counts to detect structural changes as shown in Al-
gorithm 1 and Figure 2. In general, the steps are:
initializations, detecting disappearing and contract-
ing clusters, detecting emerging and enlarging clus-
ters, detecting merging clusters, detecting splitting
clusters, and detecting overlapping clusters.

There are two ways to calculate the num-
ber of prototype vector members that dis-
appear (totalDarkRedRegionT1), emerge
(totalDarkBlueRegionT2), or overlap: weighted
and unweighted calculations. Unlike the unweighted
calculation where each prototype vector counts as
one, in the weighted calculation, each prototype
vector counts as the number of data vectors mapped
to the prototype vector (hit count). Algorithm 2
shows the initialization of the algorithm.

The algorithm starts by discovering disappearing
and emerging clusters (Algorithms 3 and 4). The ra-
tio is calculated using totalDarkRedRegionT1 and
totalDarkBlueRegionT2. When the ratio of the
‘dark red’ region in a cluster Ci(τ1) is compared to
the whole cluster Ci(τ1) above θdisappearing, the clus-
ter is considered to disappear in period τ2. Similarly,
when the ratio of the ‘dark blue’ region in a cluster
Cj(τ2) is compared to the whole cluster Cj(τ2) above

Algorithm 1: Automatic structural cluster
changes detection algorithm.

Input: array of cluster assignment in τ1 CT1,
array of cluster assignment in τ2 CT2,
array of cluster color linking assignment
CT21, array of relative density rd1 and
rd2, array of hit count in τ1 HT1, array
of hit count in τ2 HT2

Output: List of structural changes LC for all
cluster in τ1 and τ2

1 initialization (Algorithm 2)
2 detect disappearing and contracting
clusters (Algorithm 3)

3 detect emerging and enlarging clusters
(Algorithm 4)

4 detect merging clusters (Algorithm 5)
5 detect splitting clusters (Algorithm 6)
6 detect overlapping clusters (Algorithm 7)
7 return LC

Algorithm 2: Initialization.

1 LC ← ∅
2 listUnknownChangeT1
← {C1(τ1), . . . , CnumberClusterT1(τ1)}

3 listUnknownChangeT2
← {C1(τ2), . . . , CnumberClusterT2(τ2)}

4 contractingClusterT1 ← ∅
5 enlargingClusterT2 ← ∅
6 for j = 0 to |M| do
7 if weighted then
8 weightT1[j] ← HT1[j]
9 weightT2[j] ← HT2[j]

10 else
11 weightT1[j] ← 1
12 weightT2[j] ← 1
13 totalClusterMemberT1[CT1[j]] +=

weightT1[j]
14 totalClusterMemberT2[CT2[j]] +=

weightT2[j]
15 totalClusterMemberT21[CT21[j]] +=

weightT2[j]
16 if rd1j ≤ −3 then
17 totalDarkRedRegionT1[CT1[j]] +=

weightT1[j]
18 if rd2j ≥ 3 then
19 totalDarkBlueRegionT2[CT2[j]] +=

weightT2[j]

θemerging, the cluster is considered to emerge in pe-
riod τ2. If a cluster has some ‘dark red’ or ‘dark blue’
region, the cluster is flagged as contracting and en-
larging, respectively. This kind of cluster changes still
needs to be checked further if the cluster participates
in cluster splitting or cluster merging.

In the second phase, the clusters Ci(τ1) and Cj(τ2)
are checked whether they experience splitting or
merging (Algorithms 5 and 6). When two or more
clusters Ci1(τ1), Ci2(τ1), . . . , Cin(τ1) from period τ1
overlaps with the region of cluster Cj(τ2), the clusters
Ci1(τ1), Ci2(τ1), . . . , Cin(τ1) are said to merge into
cluster Cj(τ2). The overlap between cluster Ci(τ1)
and Cj(τ2) is defined as the ratio of the Voronoi region
of Ci(τ1) which overlaps/intersects with the Voronoi
region of Cj(τ2) to the whole cluster Ci1(τ1). When
this overlap is above the θmerging threshold, most of
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Figure 2: Automatic detection of changes in cluster structure.

Algorithm 3: Detecting disappearing and con-
tracting cluster.

1 foreach Ci(τ1) ∈ listUnknownChangeT1 do
2 if totalDarkRedRegionT1[i] > 0 then
3 ratio ← totalDarkRedRegionT1[i] /

totalClusterMemberT1[i]
4 if ratio ≥ θdisappearing then
5 LC ← LC

∪{(Ci(τ1),�, disappearing)}
6 listUnknownChangeT1 ←

listUnknownChangeT1 −{Ci(τ1)}
7 else
8 contractingClusterT1 ←

contractingClusterT1 ∪{Ci(τ1)}

Algorithm 4: Detecting emerging and enlarging
cluster.
1 foreach Cj(τ2) ∈ listUnknownChangeT2 do
2 if totalDarkBlueRegionT2[j] > 0 then
3 ratio ← totalDarkBlueRegionT2[j] /

totalClusterMemberT2[j]
4 if ratio ≥ θemerging then
5 LC ← LC ∪{(�, Cj(τ2), emerging)}
6 listUnknownChangeT2 ←

listUnknownChangeT2 −{Cj(τ2)}
7 else
8 enlargingClusterT2 ←

enlargingClusterT2 ∪{Cj(τ2)}

Ci(τ1) is part of Cj(τ2). Merging clusters require two
or more clusters from period τ1 that are part of cluster
Cj(τ2). The overlap is calculated and visualized using
the cluster colour linking technique described earlier.
Detecting cluster splitting is basically the mirror case
of detecting cluster merging.

In the last phase, clusters Ci(τ1) and Cj(τ2) that
are not yet classified are checked if their region par-
tially overlap. If the ratio of overlap above θoverlap

and the cluster Ci(τ1) was flagged as contracting or
enlarging, cluster Ci(τ1) is considered to be contract-
ing or enlarging in period τ2, respectively. Otherwise,
the clusters with the ratio of overlap above θoverlap is
considered as overlap.

The complexity of the whole algorithm is
O (|C(τ1)| · |C(τ2)| · |M|), where |C(τi)| is the number
of cluster in period τi and |M| is the number of pro-
totype vectors in map M. The running time for Al-
gorithm 2 is bounded by O (|M|). The complexities
of Algorithms 3 and 4 are O (|C(τ1)|) and O (|C(τ2)|)
respectively. The running time for Algorithms 5–7
are bounded by O (|C(τ1)| · |C(τ2)| · |M|).

Algorithm 5: Detecting merging clusters.

// Detecting overlap between all pair of
cluster from period τ1 and τ2

1 foreach Cj(τ2) ∈ listUnknownChangeT2 do
2 listOverlapClusterT1 ← ∅
3 foreach Ci(τ1) ∈ listUnknownChangeT1 do
4 overlapCount ← 0
5 for mapUnit = 1 → |M(τ2)| do
6 if CT21[mapUnit] = i ∧

CT2[mapUnit] = j then
// when the map unit of
M(τ2) is assigned to
both Ci(τ1) and Cj(τ2)

7 overlapCount +=
weightT2[mapUnit]

8 ratio ← overlapCount /
totalClusterMemberT21[i]

9 if ratio ≥ θmerging then
10 listOverlapClusterT1 ←

listOverlapClusterT1 ∪{Ci(τ1)}
11 if |listOverlapClusterT1| ≥ 2 then
12 foreach Ci(τ1) ∈ listOverlapClusterT1

do
13 LC ← LC

∪{(Ci(τ1), Cj(τ2),merging)}
14 listUnknownChangeT1 ←

listUnknownChangeT1 −{Ci(τ1)}
15 listUnknownChangeT2 ←

listUnknownChangeT2 −{Cj(τ2)}

5 Experiments on the Threshold Parameters

To determine the threshold parameters for each type
of cluster changes, experiments on different values
of these threshold parameters are performed on syn-
thetic datasets. In these synthetic datasets, only one
structural cluster change is introduced in the dataset
D(τ2). In total, there are eight pairs of synthetic
datasets. The threshold values used range between
0.3 and 1.0 in increments of 0.1. When the thresh-
old value is too high, the algorithm cannot detect the
changes. On the other hand, when the threshold value
is too low, the algorithm might detect false positive
changes. While this paper provides the guidelines for
setting the value of these threshold parameter, these
parameters can be tuned to suit the need of analysis.

These experiments showed that the weighted cal-
culation allows the use of higher threshold values. For
the datasets where an emerging cluster exists in the
dataset D(τ2), the emerging cluster is no longer de-
tected at θemerging = 0.8 using the unweighted ver-
sion. On the other hand, the weighted version can
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Algorithm 6: Detecting splitting clusters.

1 foreach Ci(τ1) ∈ listUnknownChangeT1 do
2 listOverlapClusterT2 ← ∅
3 foreach Cj(τ2) ∈ listUnknownChangeT2 do
4 overlapCount ← 0
5 for mapUnit = 1 → |M(τ2)| do
6 if CT21[mapUnit] = i ∧

CT2[mapUnit] = j then
7 overlapCount +=

weightT2[mapUnit]
8 ratio ← overlapCount /

totalClusterMemberT2[i]
9 if ratio ≥ θsplitting then

10 listOverlapClusterT2 ←
listOverlapClusterT2 ∪{Ci(τ1)}

11 if |listOverlapClusterT2| ≥ 2 then
12 foreach Cj(τ2) ∈ listOverlapClusterT2

do
13 LC ← LC

∪{(Ci(τ1), Cj(τ2), splitting)}
14 listUnknownChangeT2 ←

listUnknownChangeT2 −{Cj(τ2)}
15 listUnknownChangeT1 ←

listUnknownChangeT1 −{Ci(τ1)}

Algorithm 7: Detecting overlapping clusters.

1 foreach Ci(τ1) ∈ listUnknownChangeT1 do
2 foreach Cj(τ2) ∈ listUnknownChangeT2 do
3 overlapCount ← 0
4 for mapUnit = 1 → |M(τ2)| do
5 if CT21[mapUnit] = i ∧

CT2[mapUnit] = j then
6 overlapCount +=

weightT2[mapUnit]
7 ratio ← overlapCount /

totalClusterMemberT2[j]
8 if ratio ≥ θoverlapping then
9 if Ci(τ1) ∈ contractingClusterT1

then
10 LC ←

LC∪{Ci(τ1), Cj(τ2), contracting}

11 else if
Cj(τ2) ∈ enlargingClusterT2 then

12 LC ←
LC ∪ {Ci(τ1), Cj(τ2), enlarging}

13 else
14 LC ← LC ∪

{Ci(τ1), Cj(τ2), overlapping}
15 listUnknownChangeT1 ←

listUnknownChangeT1 −{Ci(τ1)}
16 listUnknownChangeT2 ←

listUnknownChangeT2 −{Cj(τ2)}
17 foreach Ci(τ1) ∈ listUnknownChangeT1 do
18 LC ← LC ∪ {Ci(τ1),−,−}
19 foreach Cj(τ2) ∈ listUnknownChangeT2 do
20 LC ← LC ∪ {−, Cj(τ2),−}

detect the emerging cluster up to θemerging = 0.9.
The higher threshold value means that the weighted
version is more sensitive to detect structural cluster
changes. Therefore, the subsequent experiments use
the weighted version with the threshold parameter
0.5.

Table 1: Threshold values used in the subsequent ex-
periments.

Threshold name Threshold value

Emerging threshold 0.5
Disappearing threshold 0.5
Merging threshold 0.5
Splitting threshold 0.5
Overlapping threshold 0.6

The experiment on the datasets where a clus-
ter disappears in dataset D(τ2) shows that the
weighted calculation can detect the changes up to
θdisappearing = 0.6, while the unweighted version can
detect up to θdisappearing = 0.5. On detecting merg-
ing clusters, the weighted calculation can detect the
changes up to θmerging = 0.8, while the unweighted
version can detect up to θmerging = 0.7. The ex-
periment on the datasets where a cluster splits into
two clusters in dataset D(τ2) shows that the weighted
calculation can detect the changes up to θsplitting =
1.0, while the unweighted version can detect up to
θsplitting = 0.9. Lastly, when the algorithm is eval-
uated on the datasets where a cluster Ci(τ1) over-
laps with a cluster Cj(τ2), the weighted calculation
can detect the changes up to θoverlapping = 0.6, while
the unweighted version can detect up to θsplitting =
0.7. Therefore, the subsequent experiments use the
threshold parameter shown in Table 1.

6 Evaluations on Synthetic and Real-Life
Datasets

To evaluate the algorithm and the threshold values,
this research uses two pairs of synthetic datasets with
multiple structural changes and two pairs of real-life
datasets. The first synthetic datasets ‘lost-new’ con-
tains an emerging cluster and a disappearing cluster
as shown in Figure 3. The second synthetic datasets
contains a splitting cluster, merging clusters, expand-
ing clusters, and contracting clusters.

Analysis using ReDSOM and cluster colour link-
age on the ‘lost-new’ dataset shows that there are a
disappearing cluster and an emerging cluster. The
scatter plot of both dataset D(τ1) (red dots) and
D(τ2) (blue pluses) shown in Figure 3 indicates a lost
cluster and an emerging cluster. The ReDSOM vi-
sualization shown Figure 4(a) indicates that cluster
C0(τ1) is disappearing in the map M(τ2). Further-
more, the ReDSOM visualization of the map M(τ2)
(right) identifies an emerging cluster C3(τ2). Simi-
larly, based on analysis using cluster colour linkage
on Figure 4(b), the cluster C0(τ1) on the mapM(τ1)
no longer exists in the mapM(τ2). An emerging clus-
ter C3(τ2) emerged on the map M(τ2).

Evaluation on the ‘lost-new’ dataset shows that
the proposed algorithm able to identify structural
cluster changes correctly. The algorithm proposed in
this paper produced the table shown in Figure 4(b)
(bottom left). The algorithm correctly identifies clus-
ter C3(τ2) as an emerging cluster. Furthermore, the
algorithm also identifies cluster C0(τ1) as a disappear-
ing cluster. No significant structural changes detected
in the other clusters in M(τ1): C1(τ1), C2(τ1), and
C3(τ1).

The World Development Indicator (WDI)
dataset (World Bank 2003) is a multi-variate tempo-
ral dataset covering 205 countries. The experiments
compare the clustering structure based on 25 selected
indicators that reflect different aspects of welfare,
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(a) The ReDSOM visualization of the M(τ1) (left) identifies that cluster C0(τ1) is disappearing in the map M(τ2).
The ReDSOM visualization of the map M(τ2) (right) identifies an emerging cluster C3(τ2).

M(τ1) - Ward’s linkage, 4 clusters M(τ2) linked to M(τ1) clustering result

C0(τ1)

C1(τ1) C3(τ2)

Detected structural cluster changes M(τ2) independent - ward, 4 clusters

D(τ1) D(τ2) Description
� C3(τ2) Emerging (0.927)

C0(τ1) � Disappearing (0.667)
C1(τ1) C1(τ2) Overlap (0.972)
C2(τ1) C0(τ2) Overlap (0.888)
C3(τ1) C2(τ2) Overlap (1.000)

C3(τ2)

(b) The clustering result of the map M(τ1) is shown using colour on both the map M(τ1) (top left) and the map
M(τ2) (top right). The independent clustering result of the map M(τ2) is shown using thick outlines and patterns
on the map M(τ2) (bottom right). The cluster C0(τ1) on the map M(τ1) no longer exists in the map M(τ2). An
emerging cluster C3(τ2) emerged on the map M(τ2).

Figure 4: ReDSOM, distance matrix, and clustering result visualizations of the synthetic ‘lost-new’ datasets.
Map M(τ1) shown on the left hand side and M(τ2) on the right hand side.
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Figure 3: The scatter plot of the synthetic datasets
D(τ1) (red dots) and D(τ2) (blue pluses) that contains
emerging cluster and disappearing cluster.

such as population, life expectancy, mortality rate,
immunization, illiteracy rate, education, television
ownership, and inflation (Denny & Squire 2005).
The annual values are grouped into 10-years value
by taking the latest value available in the period.
The 1980s data is used as period τ1 and the 1990s as
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Figure 6: The plot of the Davies-Bouldin Index for
k-means clustering result of the 1980s dataset.

period τ2.
The analysis of cluster changes starts by selecting

the clustering result of the datasets D(τ1) and D(τ2).
Cluster validity indexes, such as Davies-Bouldin In-
dex and Silhouette Index, or dendrogram tree were
used to guide this selection. The Davies-Bouldin in-
dex of the k-means clustering results (Figure 6) shows
that the optimal clustering result is four clusters for
the 1980s. Based on the dendrogram of Ward link-
age, the optimal clustering result is six clusters for
the 1990s.

The table (bottom left in Figure 5(b)) shows the
detected structural cluster changes. The cells’ back-
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(a) The ReDSOM visualization of the 1980s map (left) identifies cluster C2(τ1) is disappearing in the 1990s map. The
ReDSOM visualization of the 1990s map (right) identifies a new cluster C4(τ2) and a new region C5(τ2) compared to
the 1980s map.

1980s - k-means, 4 clusters 1990s linked to 1980s clustering result

C2(τ1) C4(τ2) C5(τ2)

Detected structural cluster changes 1990s independent - ward, 6 clusters

1980s 1990s Description
� C4(τ2) Emerging (1.000)

C0(τ1) C0(τ2) Splitting (0.579)
C0(τ1) C1(τ2) Splitting (1.000)
C1(τ1) C3(τ2) Overlap (0.737)
C2(τ1) � Disappearing (0.750)
C3(τ1) C2(τ2) Splitting (0.818)
C3(τ1) C5(τ2) Splitting (1.000) C4(τ2) C5(τ2)

(b) The clustering result of the 1980s map is shown using colour on both the 1980s map (left) and the 1990s map
(right). The independent clustering result of the 1990s map is shown using thick outlines and patterns on the 1990s
map (right). The cluster C2(τ1) on the 1980s map no longer exists in the 1990s map. A new cluster C4(τ2) emerged
on the 1990s map.

Figure 5: ReDSOM, clustering result visualizations, and detected structural cluster changes of the world’s
welfare and poverty maps of the 1980s (left) and the 1990s (right).

ground colour refers to the colour of clusters used
in the figure. The rd1j visualization (left of Fig-
ure 5(a)) shows that cluster C2(τ1) disappears in the
1990s. This change is confirmed by the cluster colour
linking top right visualization shown in Figure 5(b).
This disappearing cluster is detected in the table.
This cluster consists of four Latin American countries:
Brazil, Argentina, Nicaragua, and Peru who experi-
enced a debt crisis in the 1980s, which is known as the
‘lost decade’. However, many Latin American coun-
tries undertook rapid reforms in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. The algorithm also detected two clusters,
C0(τ1) and C3(τ1), in the 1980s that were split in the
1990s. The cluster C4(τ2) emerged in the 1990s, con-
sisting of China and India, which were characterized
by high total labour forces.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an algorithm to automatically de-
tect structural changes between two clustering results
obtained from two snapshot datasets. Based the eval-
uations, the algorithm can detect various structural

changes. As a SOM produces a considerably smaller-
sized set of prototype vectors, it allows an efficient use
of two-level clustering and this automatic detection.
The method presented here can be extended further
to detect cluster changes from multiple snapshots.
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